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Introduction: Early Mars is believed to have pos-
sessed both an atmosphere and abundant water in some
form. It also was subject to impact bombardment, as
evidenced by the remnants of numerous impact craters.
Impact cratering continued as an active process after
most of the Martian atmosphere had been lost and the
Martian surface had frozen and dried out. Therefore the
sedimentary record of this bombardment should have
been abundantly preserved in the form of impactoclas-
tic layered rocks [1]. These would have been deposited
by impactoclastic density currents spreading outwards
from impact sites as ground-hugging turbulent clouds
(formerly also called impact surge deposits). After dep-
osition, they were locally altered by neutral groundwa-
ter and by descending acid condensates. They also
could have been heavily etched and eroded by wind.

 Similar density current deposits are recognized on
Earth mainly in association with explosive blasts, such
as volcanic or nuclear blasts, as well as in association
with dust storms (haboobs) resulting from thunder-
storm downbursts, and as density currents associated
with major subsea (turbidity current) or surface land-
slides. They did not form on the Moon owing to a lack
of atmosphere and subsurface volatiles. The layered de-
posits formed superficially resemble rocks deposited
by normal sedimentary processes and have commonly
been mistaken for such deposits in the past, both on
Earth and probly on Mars [2].

Terrestrial Impactoclastic (IDC) Deposits: Early
Earth was subjected to the same sort of impact bom-
bardment as Mars and the Moon, but virtually all evi-
dence has been lost to erosion, metamorphism, and
plate tectonics. Younger impacts, such as those at Sud-
bury, Ontario, Canada, left only remnant patches of
basal breccia, or patchy tsunami deposits, or beds of al-
tered spherical accretionary lapilli in ancient marine
sediments. Still younger impacts, such as Chicxulub,
were clearly marine, or, as at Meteor Crater, AZ, creat-
ed easily eroded deposits. Such cratering remnants lit-
tle resemble what might be hoped for on Mars.

Terrestrial Pyroclastic (PDC) Deposits: Although
they differ greatly in scale, explosive energy intensity,
composition, and other factors, by far the most abun-
dant and accessible terrestrial analogs are provided by
explosive volcanism and resulting pyroclastic deposits,
especially distal, dilute PDC (Pyroclastic Density Cur-
rent) deposits [3] [4].

As regards scale, many volcanic explosions, espe-
cially those of basaltic maars,  are relatively small. Re-
garding energy intensity, volcanic explosions represent

steam explosions, not the far more energetic products
of hypervelocity impacts. Regarding composition, most
large volcanic explosions are silicic, and even small ba-
saltic maars involve basalts that are much less Fe-rich
than on Mars. The relatively Fe-, Cl-, and S-rich nature
of the Martian surface implies that impactoclastic den-
sity currents with condensing acidic steam clouds could
have deposited fumarolic specularitic hematite in accre-
tionary lapilli, as at Meridani Planum on Mars. Finally,
regarding other factors, the Martian atmosphere was
presumably less dense than that of Earth, and pyroclas-
tic flows on Earth  might well be hotter than distal im-
pactoclastic flows on icy  Mars.

Despite these shortcomings, and relatively rapid
erosion on Earth, terrestrial pyroclastic deposits should
share many factors in common with their impactoclas-
tic brethren on Mars, including their generally turbulent
nature, that they flow downhill (but can overflow obsta-
cles),  and that turbulent vortices could hollow out
channels. They also should provide useful textural ana-
logs to impactoclastic deposits in terms of dune forms,
low-angle cross-bedding, spherical accretionary lapilli,
and other features [5].

Observations and Conclusions: As part of this
study, I visited numerous volcanic deposits formed by
pyroclastic density currents. Localities, among many
others, included Coronado Mesa, AZ, Peridot Mesa,
AZ, Koko Crater, Oahu, HI, and Kilbourne Hole, NM.
Except for Coronado Mesa, which is the product of
large-scale, caldera-style explosive silicic volcanicsm
in the Superstition Volcanic Field, the rest are basaltic
maars formed by explosive interactions between basal-
tic magma and groundwater. My conclusion, summar-
ized in more detail elsewhere [6] is that they seem to
provide good textural analogs to features observed in
layered rocks on Mars and support the idea that these
could be IDC deposits.
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